
Welcome to B4EST Course/workshop ”Phenotypic 
plasticity and norms of reaction modelling”



Day 1
Lecture 1: From genotype by environment interactions to norm of reactions (Harry Wu) (9:00-10:30)
Lecture 2: Climate modelling (Maurizio Marchi) (10:45-12:15)
Lecture 3: Response functions – norm of reactions (Tongli Wang) (16:00-17:30)

Day 2
Case study 1: Norway spruce (Tore Skrøppa & Zhiqiang Chen) (10:45-12:15)
Lecture 4: Bayesian varying coefficient model with selection: An application to functional mapping 
(Marie Denis) (14:15-15:45)
Lecture 5: Integration of genetic and environmental effects into a linear mixed model or a universal 
response function (URF) (Tongli Wang) (16:00-17:30)

Day 3
Case study 2: New modeling method on plasticity and norm of reaction for Larch and Douglas-fir 
(Philippe Rozenberg) (9:00-10:30)
Case study 3: Norm of reaction and genomic selection for Maritime pine (Laurent Bouffier & Victor 
Papin) (10:45-12:15)
Case study 4: Reaction norms related to tree water status: a case study in eucalyptus and maritime pine 
(Alexander Bosc & Jean-Marc Gion) (13:15-14:45)
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Harry Wu / Swedish University of Agriculture Sciences

From Genotype by Environment Interactions 
to Reaction Norm

An overview



Reaction norm
In ecology and genetics, a reaction norm, also called a norm of reaction, describes 
the pattern of phenotypic expression of a single genotype (or family, or 
population or species), across a range of environments). Phenotypic plasticity of a 
trait is its variation for a given genotype in different environments



Reaction norm
The concept was introduced by Richard Woltereck in 1909

In trees (plant), large data were accumulated:
Langlet O (1971), Two hundred years of genecology. Taxon, 20: 653-
721.

Morgenstern EK (1996) Geographic variation in forest trees: genetic 
basis and application of knowledge in silviculture. UBC Press, 
Vancouver.



Content

1. Definition of genotype by environment 
interactions and reaction norm

2. Description and estimation of G by E
3. Analysis of G by E
4. Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction)
5. Genomic base of norm of reaction



Definition of G by E and reaction norm

Genotype by environment (G×E) interaction 
refers to differential responses of different 
genotypes across a range of environments 
(Kang 2004)

In ecology and genetics, a reaction norm, 
also called a norm of reaction, describes
the pattern of phenotypic expression of a 
single genotype across a range of
environments ( Wikipedia 2020)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenotype
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genotype


Env. 1 Env. 2

No G x E                     Non-crossover G x E            Crossover G x E

Genotype 1

Genotype 2

Definition of G by E

Env. 1 Env. 2 Env. 1 Env. 2



Description of G x E 

Significance
Size
Among-site correlation (type B)

(ANOVA and ANCOV)

ijkijjiijk geegy eµ ++++=

𝘨𝑒!" − 𝐺 𝑥 𝐸



Estimation of G x E

ijkijjiijk geegy eµ ++++=

Site

Sweden Hungary Australia Genotype mean

A 14 14 20 16

Genotype B 10 12 14 12

C 12 4 8 8

Site mean 12 10 14 12



Estimation of G x E 
ijkijjiijk geegy eµ ++++=

Site
G x E effect

(geij)
Sweden Hungary Australia 

Genotype effect 
(gi)

A -2 0 2 4

Genotype B -2 2 0 0

C 4 -2 -2 -4

Site effect (ej) 0 -2 2 0

Site (Environment) deviation



Analysis and interpretation of G x E 

Patterns and Causes of G x E

ijkijjiijk geegy eµ ++++=

By explore the structure of geij array

Site
G x E 

effect
(geij)

Sweden Hungary Australia 
Genotype 
effect (gi)

A -2 0 2 4

Genotype B -2 2 0 0

C 4 -2 -2 -4

Site effect
(ej)

0 -2 2 0



Analysis of G x E 
Basic idea:  simplify and explore the structure of geij array (Σge) 
(parsimony)

Replace geij by two vectors ζi ηj or more generally by l pair vectors Σl ζli ηlj, these are called 
biadditive or bilinear models.

Suppose 100 genotypes in 4 environments
– 400 geij terms
– 100 terms in ζi and 4 in ηj terms for l=1
– 300,  and12 for for l=3  in  Σl ζli ηlj

With genotypes of ng at ne environments, we have
– ng *  ne ge terms (assuming no missing values)
– ng + ne ζi and ηj unique terms
– l *  (ng + ne ) unique terms in Σl ζli ηlj



Analysis of G x E (Joint linear regression) 

For l=1, the geij term can be modelled by regression on (site) environmental 
deviation as βi ej, where βi is the regression coefficient of genotype i over 
environments

ijjiij ege db +=

Giving

ijkijjiiijk egy edbµ +++++= )1(

ijkijjiijk geegy eµ ++++=



Analysis of G x E (Joint regression) 

This is called the Finlay-Wilkinson regression 

The regression coefficient is obtained for each genotype from the slope of the 
regression of the geij over the ej. 

δij is the residual (lack of fit). σ2
ge >> σ2

δ, then the regression accounted for most of 
the variation in geij .

ijkijjiiijk egy xdbµ +++++= )1(

i=1....ng genotypes, coefficients



Analysis of G x E (Joint regression- example of radiata pine) 

18 parents tested
in 10 sites across
Australia, but
only 8 sites 
significant of
parents

Wu and Matheson 2005 For Sci



Analysis of G x E (Joint regression in radiata pine) 
Relationship between βi (stability parameter ) and mean DBH of progeny for 18 
parents planted at 8 sites (AWD trials, r = - 0.25)
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Analysis of G x E (Joint linear regression) 

Similarly, the geij term can be modelled by regression on genotype deviation 
as γj gi, where γj is the regression coefficient of environment j over 
genotypes.

ijijij gge dg +=

Giving

j=1....ne sites, coefficients



Analysis of G x E (Joint linear regression) 

ijjiij ege db +=

ijijij gge dg +=

Giving

ijljli

m

l
lijge dhzl +=å

=1
l=1

geij by ζi ηj
geij by ζi ηj

𝑦!"# = 𝜇 + 1 + 𝛾" 𝑔! + 1 + 𝛽! 𝑒" + 𝛿!" + 𝜀!"#



Analysis and interpretation of G x E 

Patterns and Causes of G x E

ijkijjiijk geegy eµ ++++=

By explore the structure of geij array

ijkijljli

m

l
ljiijk egy edhzlµ +++++= å

=1



Analysis of G x E (Singular-Value Decomposition- SVD) 

Singular-value decomposition (SVD) approaches
consider a more general approach, approximating
geij by 

Σl ζli ηlj  

where the ζli and ηlj are
determined by the first l terms in the SVD of the
matrix of geij terms.

The SVD is a way to obtain the best approximation of a full matrix 
by some matrix of lower dimension



Analysis of G x E (AMMI) 

ijkijljli

m

l
ljiijk egy edhzlµ +++++= å

=1

Additive Main effects and Multiplicative Interaction 
(AMMI) models use the first m terms in the SVD of geij :

ijljli

m

l
lijge dhzl +=å

=1

AMMI is actually a group (family) of models, with 
AMMIm

denoting AMMI with the first m SVD terms

Giving
Fitting PCs to the 
interaction terms  



Analysis of G x E (SVD-AMMI) 

One can plot the SVD terms (the ζi and ηj ) to
visualize interactions – Called biplots

AMMI can better predict mean values of geij than just 
using the cell value (the observed mean of Genotype 
i in Environment j) if PC can explain most of geij
interactions



Total 140 provenances
(10) tested in 60 sites in 
BC, Canada 

Wu & Ying, 2001 Theor Appl Genet

Analysis of G x E by AMMI (Example of lodgepole pine)



Analysis of G x E by AMMI (Example of lodgepole pine)

25.3.2023 27



Analysis of G x E (AMMI-Example) 

34.2% of variation

P30

P95

P61

P44

SAMN

MCLA



Analysis of G x E (AMMI-Example)

P30

P95

P61

P44

SAMN

MCLA

P13

P104

P100

15.9% of variation



Analysis of G x E (SVD-Factorial Regressions)

AMMI summarizes geij by PC with fixed model approach, 
may detecting underlining factors (balanced data)

Factorial Regression summarize geij by identifying the 
common factors (potential environmental factors) with 
mixed model approach (unbalanced data)

Giving

ijlilj

m

l
ij fge dl +=å

=1

ijkijlilj

m

l
jiijk fegy edlµ +++++= å

=1

Note that the Finlay-Wilkinson regression is a special case where l =1 and λlj is 
the mean trait value (over all genotypes) in that environment (or environmental 
deviation). λlj - Loading of environment (site)

ijkijljli

m

l
ljiijk egy edhzlµ +++++= å

=1



Analysis of G x E (SVD-Factorial Regressions)

With the factorial regression, the geij variance is modeled as a unique (but simple) 
structure, and this structure can be more easily expressed in matrix format 

that

euZuZXβ 0 +++= gegey 0

giving

Fitting above linear model with the variance-
covariance constraint - Factor-analytic model

m=ng

Each term is the product of a genetic 
effect (f) ) which is known as a factor 
score, and an environment effect (λ), 
which is known as a loading. 



Analysis of G x E (SVD-Factorial Regressions)

4 genotyes planted in 3 sites with 2 factors(l=2)

Λ =
𝜆!"#" 𝜆!$#"
𝜆!"#$ 𝜆!$#$
𝜆!"#% 𝜆!$#%

f=

𝑓!"&"
𝑓!"&$
𝑓!"&%
𝑓!"&'
𝑓!$&"
𝑓!$&$
𝑓!$&%
𝑓!$&'



Analysis of G x E (SVD-Factorial Regressions)

4 genotyes planted in 3 sites with 2 factors(l=2)

f=

𝑓!"&"
𝑓!"&$
𝑓!"&%
𝑓!"&'
𝑓!$&"
𝑓!$&$
𝑓!$&%
𝑓!$&'
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Analysis of G x E (SVD-Factorial Regressions)

If this geij structure is directly built into the mixed linear 
model and  the corresponding MME  - it is called the 
extended factor-analytical model (XFA) 

If  specific effect δ is assumed as 0, then it is called the reduced rank model.  

eδZfZuZXβ

eδfZuZXβ

0

0

++++=

++ÄL++=

ge

ngge

ge

Iy
*

0

0 ])[

Chen et al 2016. Tree Genet & Genom, 13:1-14
Chen et al. 2021. Genome Biology 22:179



Analysis of G x E (SVD-Factorial Regressions)

10 sites across
Australia, but
only 8 sites 
significant of
additive effect

Wu and Matheson 2005 For Sci



Analysis of G x E (Factor-analytic example –radiata pine)
Among-site correlation
Site BIL133 BIL149 PT5459 RAD199 RAD211 RS27A RS27B VRC52
BIL133 1.08 0.54 -0.14 0.62 0.24 -0.26 0.38
BIL149 0.21 -0.28 0.71 -0.15 -0.37 -0.05
PT5459 0.47 0.36 0.37 0.70 0.84
RAD199 0.53 0.34 1.00 0.55
RAD211 0.10 0.16 0.78
RS27A 0.64 0.62
RS27B 0.79
FROM XFA2 Factor1 Factor2
BIL133 1.00 0.29 -0.06 0.61 0.12 -0.08 0.34 1.00 0.00
BIL149 0.25 -0.10 0.59 0.08 -0.13 0.30 1.00 -0.06
PT5459 0.45 0.36 0.44 0.64 0.66 0.29 0.67
RAD199 0.16 0.42 0.70 0.56 -0.06 0.70
RAD211 0.24 0.23 0.44 0.61 0.28
RS27A 0.60 0.55 0.12 0.61
RS27B 0.81 -0.08 1.00
VRC52 0.34 0.84
Loading 1 11.89 9.78 1.27 -0.56 4.30 0.89 -0.62 2.19 1.00 0.00
Loading 2 0.00 -0.54 2.94 6.58 1.97 4.65 8.08 5.36 0.00 1.00



Analysis of G x E (Factor-analytic example)



Analysis of G x E (Factor-analytic example)



Analysis of G x E (Factor-analytic example)
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Analysis of G x E (Example of lodgepole pine)

140 provenances
tested in 60 sites in 
BC, Canada 



Analysis of G x E (Joint linear regression for provennace) 

ijjiij ege db +=

Wu and Ying 2004, For. Ecol. Manag.  
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Analysis of G x E (Joint linear regression for site) 

ijijij gge dg +=

P30

P95

P13

P44

SAMN

MCLA



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction)

Wu and Ying 2001  Theor. & Appl. Genet

Quadratic regression



Linear and non-linear G by E (transfer function)

Quadratic regression



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction)

By replacing environmental deviation with environment 
(climate) data, the previous response models (geij on E)  can 
be transformed to predict responses of tree to climates

yijk is response of ith population (genotype) at jth test site.  X1j
is environmental (climate) parameter at test site j

ijkijjjijk XbXbby ed ++++= 2
12110



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction)

An example of lodgepole pine

Wang et al. 2006 Global Change Biology



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction)

An example of lodgepole pine

Wang et al. 2006 Global Change Biology



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction and transfer function)

The previous two response models (geij on E and geij on G) 
can be combined to integrate environmental and genetic 
effects to predict responses of tree to climates

yijk is response of ith population (genotype) at jth test site.
X1j is environmental (climate) parameter of ith genotype (population), 
X2i is environmental (climate) parameter at test site j

ijkijijiijjijk XXbXbXbXbXbby ed +++++++= 215
2
2423

2
12110



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction and transfer function)

An example of lodgepole pine

Wang et al. 2006 Global Change Biology



From norm of reaction to ∆TraitSDM

ijkijijiijjijk XXbXbXbXbXbby ed +++++++= 215
2
2423

2
12110

Garzón et al. (2019) New Phytologist

𝛃 model covariates if needed.



From norm of reaction to ∆TraitSDM

Garzón et al. (2019) New Phytologist

Same as response function to quantify that part of the variance
attributable to the genetic effect of each provenance (b1), the 
phenotypic plasticity (b2) and the interaction between them (b3). 
With local adaptation of fitness-related traits over geographical
scales, the model provide new insights into the sensitivity to 
climate change of populations across species ranges



From norm of reaction to ∆TraitSDM

Garzón et al. (2019) New Phytologist



From norm of reaction to ∆TraitSDM

Garzón et al. (2019) New Phytologist

Spatial prediction
of a given fitness-
related trait. The 
example shows 
the output of a 
ΔTraitSDM for 
Fagus sylvatica
based on survival
of young trees



From norm of reaction to ∆TraitSDM

Garzón et al. (2019) New Phytologist

The ΔTraitSDM approach, producing projected species ranges
that are remarkably different (more adaptive) from SDM 
outputs with regard to the consequences of climate change for 
species in the future. These differences emanate from the 
inclusion in ΔTraitSDMs of plasticity, which can differ among
populations across species 



Linear and non-linear G by E (norm of reaction)

Previous examples are either linear or  ‘nice’ polynomial shapes assuming 
same variance and normal distribution of residuals 

Some data do not fit simple linear and polynomial models and are best 
described by “wiggly models”, also known as Generalised Additive Models 
(GAMs).



Generalized Additive Models

𝑦 = 𝛽( + 𝛽"𝑥" + 𝛽$𝑥$ + 𝜀 𝜀~𝑁(0, 𝜎$)

𝑦 = 𝛽( + f (𝑥") + f (𝑥$) + 𝜀 𝜀~𝑁 0, 𝜎$ or other distributions

linear model

GAM is the presence of smoothing terms

The contribution to the linear predictor xi is now some function f. 

A quadratic function (polynomial) used previously is a special and simple GAM as

𝑦 = 𝛽( + 𝛽"𝑥" + 𝛽$𝑥"$ + 𝜀

f (𝑥") = 𝛽"𝑥"
f (𝑥$) = 𝛽$ 𝑥"$

But 𝑓(x𝑖) can be non-parametric such as 

Smoothing Splines
Kernel Smoothers
Local Linear Regression

http://environmentalcomputing.net/linear-regression/


Machine-learning models

But 𝑓(x𝑖) can be non-parametric such as 

Smoothing Splines
Kernel Smoothers
Local Linear Regression

Involving a large amount of data and lots of
variables that’s messy, incomplete, you want to 
choose the right model for the data



Genomic base of reaction norm  

The differential sensitivity of genes may be the predominant genetic 
architecture underlying G x E

Using genomics (whole genome or partial) to predict reaction norm



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Example (sorghum, Li et al., 2018, PNAS ) to uncover the pattern 
generated by environmental and genetic effects at the individual gene 
level across environments. 

Trait dissection to individual genes and genome-wide performance 
prediction can be conducted through a joint genomic regression analysis 
framework 

The genomic models can be used to predict performance of untested 
genotypes in untested environments.



Genomic base of reaction norm  
237 RILs from a cross between two varietes Tx430 and P898012 was evaluated at seven environments

Winter Nursery

Summer Nursery

Summer Nursery



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Significance of G x E:
Analyses of variance for flowering time: Flowering time expressed as growing degree days (GDD)

What are the environmental drivers for the 
G x E



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Environmental drivers for the G x E (photoperoiod and temperature)



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Environmental drivers for the G x E (photoperoiod and temperature)



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Environmental drivers for the G x E (photoperoiod and temperature)



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Environmental drivers for the G x E (photoperoiod and temperature)



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Environmental drivers for the G x E (photoperoiod and temperature)

Photothermal time (a product between GDD (temperature) and hours of daylight time 
(photoperiod)) from 18 to 43 days after planting had the highest correlation with flowering time



Genomic base of reaction norm  
Environmental drivers for the G x E (photoperoiod and temperature)

Photothermal time (a 
product between GDD 
(temperature) and hours 
of daylight time 
(photoperiod)) from 18 
to 43 days after planting 
had the highest 
correlation with 
flowering time



Genomic base of reaction norm  

With environmental driver and genotype, genomic prediction 
for new genotypes and/or new environmental can be 
implemented through

(1) joint genomic regression analyses (JGRA) through reaction-
norm parameter estimation and 

(2) JGRA through genome-wide marker effect continuum 
estimation



Genomic base of reaction norm  
(1)  Joint genomic regression analyses (JGRA) through reaction-norm parameter 
estimation

The flowering time responses of tested genotype 
across tested environments are regressed on the 
photothermal-time index. 

The regression slope is an indicator of a 
genotype’s plasticity to different external 
influences (i.e., photoperiod and temperature 
during the transition stage), and the intercept is 
an indicator of a genotype’s average response to 
the group of environments examined.



Genomic base of reaction norm  

(2) JGRA through genome-wide marker effect continuum estimation

Genomic models are established for intercept and regression slope using markers for tested 
genotypes (8,960 SNPs)

Next, the intercept and slope of untested genotypes were obtained through a genomic prediction 
model.

Finally, the numerical input value of photothermal time determined for a specific untested 
environment was plugged in to obtain the predicted flowering time.

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 + 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑇𝑇



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Joint genomic regression analyses (JGRA)

Model building and validation 

Splitting the genotypes into tested and untested groups (50%:50%) and the environments into 
tested and untested groups (6:1). Predictive models were built using tested genotypes in
tested environments. Predictions were then made for three senarios: tested genotypes
in untested envrionments, untested genotypes in tested environments, and
untested genotypes in untested environments.



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Joint genomic regression analyses (JGRA)

Model building and validation: 
Predicting untested genotype in tested site 



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Joint genomic regression analyses (JGRA)

Model building and validation: 
Predicting untested site using tested genotypes 



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Joint genomic regression analyses (JGRA)

Model building and validation: 
Predicting untested genotypes in untested site 



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Genetic determinant of flowering time and reaction-norm parameters

Genetic mapping using flowering time and two reaction-norm parameters

To reveal the underlying mechanisms of G x E by focusing on specific loci, genetic mapping for 
individual environments and across all environments conducted. Several common genetic loci were 
detected in the combined analysis, and others were only found in certain environments



Genomic base of
reaction norm  

Genetic determinant of 
reaction-norm parameters 
and flowering time

Genetic mapping for flowering time



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Genetic mapping using 
flowering time: Epistasis 
detected between two loci 



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Genetic mapping using 
flowering time: Known or 
potential functional
polymorphisms between 
two alleles in four flowering
time genes (Ma1, Ma6, FT, 
and ELF3).



Genomic base of reaction norm  

Genetic mapping using 
parameters: five flowering
time genes (Ma1, Ma6, 
FL8.1, FT, and ELF3).



An example of reaction norm for Norway spruce

Location of the 20 sites and natural distribution 
of 1100 provenances of IUFRO 64/68 test

Lappkoj

Lisjon

Abild

Krynica

Nyirjes



An example of transfer function for Norway spruce

Regression of 16-year average tree height of identical Norway spruce
provenances versus mean annual temperature (°C) at the origin Ujvári-Jármay et al 2016



An example of reaction norm for Norway spruce
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An example of reaction norm for Norway spruce

Reaction norms for relative height (block mean = 100%) at age 16 of northern-boreal 
and of high-elevation from Central Europe, set against transfer distance in MAT

Ujvári-Jármay et al 2016



Further analyses for Norway spruce

Data from 10 sites assembled
We are working on other 7 sites
and will be jointly analysed with the 
10 sites  

x

x

x



Thank you

Éva Ujvári-Jármay

NARIC Forest 
Research Institute, 
Hungary


